This paper addresses, in layman terms-to the best of my ability-the uncertainty principal in
quantum mechanics and why this phenomenon exists. In order to understand this, we must
understand Motion itself. I have for, some reason, been granted the ability to put this “weirdness” into
easily understandable terms, if you have an open mind, then keep reading, if you are looking for a
complex math equation to explain it to you then this paper is not for you.
At any rate, when I define Motion for you, it will immediately become obvious why this
quantum uncertainty exists. So, what is Motion? Motion is the occupation of all known Spaces and
Times, because of this, therein lies a probability of generating a definite Space and Time by Perception.
Perception can happen by several methods, in this paper, I will use Photons as the act of Measurement.
To illustrate more clearly Motion itself, I will use an Electron Wave function, an electron cannot be
localized exactly due to its Motion. And for those of you who are not aware, Motion only has one type of
shape, or ‘image’ and that is a Wave. When something moves, it moves like a Snake-with undulations, in
modern times we call this a Waveform, they are either circular or linear. The Waveform is the ONLY
type of pattern that Motion generates regardless of the size of the object, some are more apparent than
others. Some which are obvious are: water waves and electromagnetic waves. Some that are more
obscure are: Moon phases and planetary motion. If I were to lay out for you all the Moon phases, you
would clearly see an undulation pattern in the Light that is on the Moon which is a reflection of a
complex amalgamation of celestial motions.
As I have said before, Motion is the occupation of ALL Spaces and Times, in contrast to nonmotion, which occupies One or a Single Space-Time. When something is always moving it will never be
found because it occupies no single Space and Time and therefore its solidity eludes you. Only when
motion ceases can something occupy a single Space and Time leading it to be perceived, this Act of
observation generates a platform for Space and Time-a Virtual Space-Time. As the electron is in a
constant motion, it can never be found, when it is “found” it is ‘set’ into place by Photons generating a
platform for its rest thus Observation effectively forms a Single Space and Time so the object in motion
can be perceived. Now, perception of that object will never tell you ALL information about that object
because nothing in the Universe has the ability to fully encapsulate the enormous amount of
information present even in a single electron as there are an infinite number of Spaces and Times that it
can occupy when it is Perceived, thus the perception of that electron only defines a Space for that
particular location and particular Time with a particular speed. Over the centuries most have boiled it
down to 7 types, for those interested in these 7, I suggest you read all the Mythology and Religious
books you can find.
This aptly applies to why the world appears to us the way it does when the apparent
“weirdness” of quantum mechanics exists, there are two main factors at play and I will try to open your
mind to them: the first is the human mind, the second is the human sense organs. To quickly define
“Mind” it is the center or point where all sense organs meet which effects the entire body and the body
tells the sense organs what to perceive according to the needs of the body. The Mind is also the point
between the ability to control or be controlled by them, that is, it is possible to “turn off” the natural
genetic dispositions of the sense organs and turn it into to something else. What I mean is, it is possible
to perceive something 100% different that you did before by having conscious control over his
command center where the sense organs meet, this allows for some seemingly impossible perception to
occur such as seeing beyond the so called “visible” electromagnetic spectrum. You may be skeptical, but

I assure you, the body (which the sense organs are a part of) adapts to the human mind much like
exercising a muscle adapts to that exercise-thanks to the innate plasticity of the entire nervous system.
Hence as I said, the quantum ‘weirdness’ readily applies to how we see the world and it is in fact
WHY you see the world the way you see it. This all boils down to Motion. Because of an infinite amount
of motion atoms can have, they also have an infinite amount of forms that can be generated-if you know
how to work with them and not against them. What I am doing here, is uniting perception and quantum
physics which forms a Malleable Existence and not “set physical” reality (try doing that with math). This
leaves Perception and Form of Matter up to the creature itself and not the Universe and this is the
very reason why different animals perceive differently than other animals. Yes, I am saying, the reason
why there are several types of perception and not a single one is due to Quantum Physics. As far as I
know, only humans have the ability to change their perception thanks to a conscious Mind.
In short, quantum uncertainty exists because it allows living creatures to see the world
in a variety of different ways, for example some animals can see polarized light, a dog can smell more
than you can. It proves that the Universe is formless and abstract, it proves there is not a “set” reality,
but a malleable morphing fluid like existence capable of transforming into anything imaginable. One
prominent example of this( as applied to humans ) is the Miracle at Fatima where people saw the sun
dance and change colors and move closer and farther. I thank you reader if you have made it this far,
and I am aware that 99.9% of you will dismiss this, it is for those 0.01% of humans who have the
capacity to see beyond and I have tried to the best of my ability to explain this subjective science to you.

